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the average pace of metal-cutting machines in japan increased by 18% between 2013 and 2017. it was the fastest rate of increase observed in the world in this decade. this growth in machining is due to the growing demand for metal products in japan. metal is used by all-things-consuming, and
japan has become the world's largest importer of metal products. prime minister nouri al-maliki says sunnis who did not heed prime minister haider al-abadi's call to arms to protect shiite shrines from the "horrors" of the militant islamic state group are themselves to blame for the destruction,

according to iraqi state tv. the prime minister's remarks came after gunmen attacked and destroyed two shrines in samarra and the adjoining town of iskandariya, south of baghdad late on thursday, sparking large protests. chilmark residents have supported the 26-mile bike path for years, after
they said it would reduce traffic and congestion at bay head. in april, a state agency -- the njdot -- gave chilmark a "passing score" of 50 out of 100 points. the overall score was based on factors such as cost, environmental impact, and the extent of completion. the u.s. food and drug administration

will not recommend e-cigarettes to consumers, saying they are likely to be harmful to health. e-cigarettes are the latest product to try to challenge traditional cigarettes. while they have proliferated in the last few years, evidence so far about their potential dangers is inconclusive. two men were
arrested in connection with the attempted robbery of a northern virginia man being held in new york. the men were found inside a car that had been reported stolen in loudon county, virginia, on april 23.
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